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Let us show you how...

Benefits
Sheridan Benefits delivers the most 
competitive benefit options available in 
the market to help you attract and retain 
your biggest asset, your employees! We 
help control cost, educate your 
employees, and we keep you in 
compliance.  We provide our clients with 
the right information in an easy to 
understand presentation, creating a peace 
of mind and knowledge of the benefits 
being offered. 

Payroll
SHERIDAN PAYSOURCE will manage your 
payroll easily, accurately and efficiently, 
with a hands-on approach to assure all of 
your requirements are met, each and 
every pay cycle. Through our cloud-based 
system we minimize administrative 
burdens with benefit and payroll 
integration. This unique and efficient 
system provides our clients with an 
accurate and compliant payroll, saving 
both time and money.

Human Resources
Need HR Help? We have the answers!  
Sheridan Benefits understands that the 
needs of every business are different 
when it comes to HR. We provide the 
expert HR help you need based on your 
specific needs. Additionally, as part of our 
dedication to supporting your business, 
we offer you with a subscription to the HR 
Library through HR360 – your 
attorney-reviewed source for HR news, 
tools, forms, and training. It’s like having 
an HR department at your fingertips. 

Risk & Compliance
Sheridan Benefits helps guide you when it 
comes to Risk and Benefits Compliance. 
We use a hands-on approach that is 
backed by cutting edge technology that 
will keep you in compliance. These 
services include Premium only plans, 
Wrap Documents, Customized required 
Benefit notices and more.

Medicare & Individual Benefits
Sheridan Benefits has a team that specializes in 
providing solutions and options for both individual 
health insurance and Medicare. Do you have 
employees that are: part-time, lost coverage, are 
eligible for Medicare or Medicaid, retirees, families 
in need of Child Health Plus? We can help!  We can 
advise employees and individuals on all choices 
available to them, including  state subsidies and 
answer all questions on Medicare options. This could 
save employers and individuals substantial amounts 
of money and provide better coverage.

Technology Platforms
Sheridan Benefits specializes in offering 
multiple cutting edge technology solutions 
designed to ease the burden of benefits 
management, and provide consolidated 
administration, including personalized 
enrollment, combined billing, eligibility 
management, payroll reporting, and a 
series of benefits communication tools for 
your employees and HR team. 




